The lecture enacts a conversation between Islam and psychoanalysis on the forms and reality of unconscious knowledge. Drawing on my ethnography in Morocco, it reflects on the medical-religious liturgy of ‘the lawful/divine cure’ (al-ruya al-shar’yya), which will be addressed as a stage of imagination and a dramaturgy of the soul. In the mode of a dream at the threshold of the Law, and as the condition for reclaiming the spiritual capacity of the soul, the task of the Qur’anic cure is to ‘encircle’ the desire of the jinn, which ‘possesses’, but also ‘is’ the soul (nafs). At once registering a historical reality of trauma and devastation, and unfolding in a temporality that that exceeds human life, the cure evokes the pathos of a prophetic genre where the time of calamity indexes the time of creation, and affliction points to the ordeals of repeated divine ‘testing’ and ‘trial’ (‘ibtila’).